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high), falls into the capsule without wetting it, and instantly passes 
into the spheroidal state. 

~he experiment is recommenced in the open air when it rains or 
when hail is falling ; and the results are the same as in the Pan-  
thdon experiment. Can it be said that in these experiments the 
water and the hail are sustained in the capsule by the vapour which 
envelops them? Certainly not ;  they are repelled instantane- 
ously by the repellent force to which the heat in the capsule gives 
rise. 

Le t  us now operate with non-volatile bodies, which cannot be 
distilled, but are decomposed by heat. 

The capsule is heated as before, and small fragments of wax, 
tallow, stearic or margarie acid are then thrown into it, or else 
some drops of oleic acid or a fixed oil ; and this is what takes place : -  
As the molecular motions are not transmitted with very great velo- 
city, the body experimented on remains suspended over the capsule 
without val~our and without gas proceeding from its decomposition ; 
afterwards the gases resulting from its decomposition are liberated, 
not from its surface, but from its interior : they take fire, and the 
spheroid vanishes. 

The body under experiment not being volatile, giving off no 
vapour, and the gases arising from its decomposition not being )'et 
produced, evidently the body can only be sustained beyond the radius 
of the physico-chemical activity of the capsule by the repulsion of 
the latter.--Comptes 2~endus de l'Acad~mie des Sciences, May 3, 1880, 
t. xc. pp. 1074-1075. 

ON A GENERAL THEOREM ADVANCED BY PROF. CLAUSIUS IN 

REFERENCE TO ELECTRICAL INFLUENCE. BY G. J. LEGEBEKE. 

In  vol. i. of Wiedemann's Annalen ~ Prof. Clausius communi- 
cated a theorem on the connexion between the electrical charges of 
an arbitrary number of conductors which act by influence on one 
another. That author deems this theorem very general and new, 
and also assumes it in Par t  I I .  of his x]lechanisehe W~irmetheorie, 
p. 33. I wish to point out that Clausius's is a special case of a 
more general principle, which, again, can itself be regarded as an 
extension of a well-known equation of @auss's. 

Over each of the closed surfaces C1, C~, &c., named generally C, 
a layer of a certain agent is spread, and acts by attraction or repul- 
sion according to the usual laws. The density of the agent in 
points of 

C1, C2, •C., C, 
is represented by 

h~, h2, &c., h, 
and the potential of all these layers in the same points by 

V1, ¥5, &c., ¥ .  
Secondly, the layers upon C1, C 2, &c., C, are replaced by layers 

* See Phil. Mag. [5] iv. pp. 464 et segq. 
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with the densities t)1, i~, &c., ~, the potentials of which are 
~ ,  ~ ,  &c., ~.  

Now, if dw, dw~, &c., dw represent the surface-elements of C3, C 2, 
&c., C, 

Svl  d , + S +  ,h dw, 
or even 

 .(v c w=xS h dw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (1) 

holds good universally. 
Before demonstrating this theorem, I remark that it can be ap- 

plied directly to a number of conducting bodies C1, C,, &c. charged 
with electricity in two different ways and acting by influence upon 
each other; for then the potentials V and ~ are constants express- 
ing the potential-levels of the conductors, and equation (1) changes 
into the equation of Clausius. 

In  order to prove the above equality, we start, as Clausius did, 
from Green's well-known equation. This equation is employed for 
the space enclosed by the surface C; and for the two functions 
occurring therein I take Vi and ~i, of which the first represents 
the potential of all the layers with densities h, and the second the 
potengial of the layers with densities ~, both potentials ta~ken in 
points within (3. We then have 

d 
The operation dnn is the differentiation with respect to the nor- 

mal drawn within C. By successive applications of Green's theorem 
to the spaces enclosed by all the surfaces, we get, after summation, 

dl/, " " * ' ° ° ' ' *  

Green's proposition is further applied to the space outside the 
surface C, which space was first bounded by the surface of a sphere; 
the centre and radius were taken so that all the surfaces C lay within 
the sphere. The potentials of the layers h and ~ in points outside 
the surfaces C are represented respectively by V~ and ~ ,  and these 
functions substituted in Green's equation. We then find, in the 
usual way, if the radius of the sphere be infinite, 

dV~ ~ (l~a gW -- -- 2 ~ a  ~ -  6~W. ( 3 )  ~ .j v ,, ~T ~ • . . . . . . .  

operation ddNN is the differentiation with respect The to the n o r i n a I  

drawn outside of the surface C. The functions Vi and V~ in equa- 
tions (2) and (3) have of course the same value ¥ for the same 
point of one of the surfaces C ; likewise the functions ~.  and ~ ,  
which both change into ~. I t  is not so with the differential quo- 
tients along the normal. 

2 K 2  
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The densities being h, let the potential of the layer on the sur- 
face C, in points within C, be represented by P~, and the potential 
of the other layers by H a ; then is 

dV~ alP; dHi 
dn -- dn + ~-~-n' 

and 
dV~ dP~ dH~ 
dN -- dN ]- ~ "  

Manifestly, for points of C, 
dH~ __ dH~.  
dn d:N ' 

dP~ dP~ 
and according to a known property ~ T -dN ~ - -4~eh ,  where e 

represents a constant. Hence we find 

dVi dVa 4~eh 
dn + ~ = - -  

and in precisely the same way 

d ~  d ~  _ 4 ~ 0 .  
dn F- dN 

Therefore, by the summation of both members of equations (2) and 
(3), we get 

Lastly, I remark that this general equation is to be regarded as 
an extension of a property given by Gauss. Let  Y represent the 
potential of a system of masses %,  %,  &c. situated in the points 
2o~, T2, &c., and ~ the potential of masses m~, too, &c. in the points 
p~, p~, &c. ; further, ¥ ,  ¥~, &c. the values of ¥ in the latter points, 
and !~,  !3~, &c. the values of ~ in the points i%, P~, &e. ; then, 
according to Gauss, 

V , m  l + V = m  2 &e. = ~lmx~=m= + &e. 

g V m = ~ m .  

This equation is identical, since both members represent aggre- 
gates of the same combinations. That the theorem still remains 
valid when ilrst the masses m are spread out upon a surface C and 
afterwards the masses m upon the same surface, is not completely 
demonstrated by Gauss*, but " t he  way in which this extension of 
the theorem can be rigorously justified with respect to its principal 
moments only" pointed out. 

In  the foregoing this theorem is demonstrated for an arbitrary 
number of surfaces as a simple deduction from Green's equation.--  
Wiedemann's Annalen, 1880, :No. 5, x. pp. 154-158. 

* Gauss, .dllgemdne Zel~rs~tze in J~ezie~ung auf die im verkehrten Ver- 
hdltnisse des Quadrats der Bn/fernung wirkenden ~riifte~ § 19. 
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